The F~ population from a cross between a homozygous translocation stock and a line carrying a seedling lethal consists of two eclual parts: the partially sterile plants bearing the heterozygous translocation and the fertile plants of which one-half are homozygous normal and one-half are homozygous translocation.
Only Thus, the ratio of the 4 classes e:f:g:h is 0:2:I:0 for complete linkage and is 1:2:1:2 for free recombination.
To determine the linkage value from the 4 classes e, f, g, h, the product method is used. The e'h'/f'g' ratios for p values from 0 to 55% are presented in Table 2 along with the factor to be divided by Vn to obtain the standard error.
The standard error formula is derived by the maximutn likelihood method: S.E. ~ V 1/I~, ~ V I/n i~ where I~ is the total amount of information, n is the number of F_~ individuals, and i~ is the average amount of information per individual. ip = Z,[(1/m)(dm/dp) e] where m is the expected proportion of the total and dm/dp is the first derivative of m with respect to p. The information per class is obtained as follows:
Class m dm/dp (dm/dp)= I/ra
Upon summation of the information in the classes,
2~ (i) = 2p(1_p)(1_2p+2p2 iT
he relative amounts of information per class at various p values are shown in Figure 1 . It is noted that heterozygous class Aa, in either fertility classification, yields twice the amount of information as the homozygous class AA of the opposite fertility classification. From such a coupling cross, the fertile class yields more information than the partially sterile class, the amount decreasing for increasing p until equality results at p ~ 0.50. This does not present a particular advantage to the geneticist since he must make the fertility classification to determine p. Also, Fa progeny line seedlings must be grown to identify the F.-genotype for the seedling lethal character.
USE OF THE METHOD
Barley data (7) will be used to demonstrate the utility of the method in estimating linkage intensity. The cross T2-3e (T, Or) X N, Oror in which or is the orange seedling lethal produced useable F1 plants of the type T Or/ N or. After F a seedling analysis, the four classes e, f, g, and h were composed of 4, 47, 24, and 13 individuals, respectively, the ratio e h/f g having a value of 0.04609. Examining Table 2 , we see that this value falls between p values of 0.09 and 0.10, but closer to the latter. The standard error is obtained by dividing 0.2773 (factor for p --0.I0) by ~/88, 88 being the total number of individuals classified.
Thus, p for this cross is 0.10 --0.030.
DISCUSSION
The product method of calculating recombination is normally used for a preliminary and noncritical analysis and its value is in the rapidity and ease in which p may be 623
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